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Many times I have seen him expel students when he had almost no money for food and needed the tuition, but his art and integrity come first. The Power Kicking lesson gives you the tools to develop a kick that easily breaks a leg and ends the fight. Keep it up!!! you jÃ¡ have a great ability. Tackle combat shows us how to identify a tackle at its early
stage, giving us time to respond and stay standing. I strongly recommend Adam’s instruction to anyone looking to learn realistic and effective self-defense. An extraordinary man and Martial Artist, Adam’s simple and straightforward approach to combat and the training philosophy “No question Is Too Stupid” has helped many to overcome their
preconceived limitations. When I began my studies with Adam, I was amazed at his phenomenal personal ability in realistic street self-defense. I am impressed by its precision, speed and straightforward movements. This lesson will provide you with the knowledge and tools to deal quickly and effectively with such an attack. So he is a true martial
artist not only a martial fighter, but luckier than I begin to call him my fourteen-year-old friend now. As a teacher, you couldn’t ask for anything else having someone care so much that you understand and really improve is something that many students don’t get that luxury. This lesson contains the practice of concepts such as environmental sweeping
and situational awareness. Adam, is a great young practitioner of martial arts. Training with him, I feel fully capable of defending myself. How about a bear hug? Adam gives you the concepts and training needed to escape a situation of several one-piece opponents. Bonus 2 on 1 DVD: (This bonus contains two lessons in one!) Multiple OpponentsThe
days of dueling are now gone, and the one-on-one scenario has unfortunately become a rare sight. Tom DeFeliceGreat practitioner Mother © All of Jesse Glover and the late Ed Hart Hart de Bruce Lee) Adam is a highly innovative martial artist with the ability to get simple ideas and make them functional. He is rude as a radius, powerful and true
meaning to the term "martial artist". He is the most dedicated and complete fighter with whom I already trained and he gave me a new trust in my skills. After a rude chat on the phone, we scheduled a time. 3. People who train with him or know him are blessed. But that is only known when and how to do so. As far as it came with almost no real
teacher in addition to a pen and paper, and I am a training doll for all these years is really incredible. If you are interested in developing this kind of skill and are open to thinking about the moral side of training you would have to go far to get a comparison training. The preventive attack is known in the world of self -defense as "the tion of consistently
confidential self -defense." Step by Step Instruction of the techniques and strategies with several variations of each technique so that you can choose the one that best adapts to you! 3. I am much more confident in my ability to deal with a hostile situation. I had a description look on my face and he said "ok, then, make it again." As a martial artist, he
is unlike anything I have already seen. One that is not linked to the tradition, but linked to true. Those who actually know do not need to talk. "Fortunately for martial arts and the world of self -defense, Adam is willing to share and speak, but in the end› he doesn't need it. We are forced to fight, we should not give up on the fight to end or that we have
done enough time for an escape. He pushed me, I climbed the stairs and knocked on the door, and a boy 1.52 m with Ã³culos and a team of employees opened the door, I followed him to the kitchen/living room. Ian Sinclair Hsing I, Ba Gua, Tai Chi Instructor, 9x Pushed Champion euq euq sarac seleuqad mu ©Ã etsE!OÃÃAREG AUS ED SIAICRAM
SATSITRA SEDNARG SOD MU and it researched 10 hours a day for 20 years and continues to evolve. Adam's the most honest and has the greatest integrity of anyone I've ever met. Each DVD is divided into the following three parts to ensure that you do not absorb the Maximum of each read. Detailed introduction to the ideas and concepts in LI2.
This manual contains six months of progressive exercises described to help you make rapid improvements to your training. Awesome Adam! Your technic is straight to the point, no nonsense and just sharp! What makes it even more impressive is that his thought process in relation not only to the martial arts, but, more importantly, self-defense,
reflects his tapto- icnica - to the point, no nonsense and no nonsense! And most of Adam also ©m I am convinced that, for me, he has never found like the guy who has to act like he has all the answers. What do other martial artists say about Adam? It' an honor to be your student. The coverage is the most common, since it is very effective in reducing
the amount of damage suffered. This is a non-biased view of counter-dissecting many aspects to create a combat system that is not only simple, direct and effective, but can be learned by any healthy person. His things are real and practical and it works !! The practitioner of Tyler Basuformer, of Shotokan Karate, I am lucky to learn from Adam and
what he taught me in just a few months. The ability to fight is just a byproduct. Adam is about to become a great martial artist. I had difficulty finding his house and was late for our first date (not a good meal). I trained with him more than five years ago and I think of him as a mentor, teacher and older brother. I always wish him the best in all his
endeavors. How great in our generation to have a true martial artist who is not afraid to test the Waters, but to maintain respect for his teachers and others. Coverage When on the offensive, your attacks will cause your adversary's body to trigger one of the few "faltering responses". He's not sure about his art, so he never stopped helping his
students achieve their goals. Before I could move, I was hit and, the ³ I knew, I was somehow under the table in his kitchen. I urge anyone who seeks effective and practical combat training to train with Adam. The qualities I seek are a genuine interest in having female students in and out of the training room. These ideas ALONE can prevent you from
being attacked. Giving your attacker any breathing space will allow him to recover (and probably pull a gun). An interview with Adam Chan where he addresses the most frequently asked questions about this reading. Preventive Kick Preventive kick enters the concepts and exercises that allow you not to use your pA ©s to finish the fight before you
eat. 4. Now, after going to other schools with all the "ok attack me with your right hand, in this Angle please and at this speed" thing, I looked at it as "come now", Adam said "really...just go for it." John Disteso15 years of war 2 Combatives and Kickboxing I trained in and out for 15 years with numerous very experienced teachers. Steve Smith Lader/
Heir to Fook Yeung Chuan There are very few people in the world that I'm willing to recommend people for training and Adam Chan is on the short list of that short list. Main Self-Defense DVD Training Manual (download only - you cannot download it in PDF format here - Core-Self-Defense-DVD-Training-Manual.pdf) This manual eliminates the
guesswork of creating an effective training schedule. What don't you do if a bigger person grabs you? This reading will show how we can use your predictability to choose our targets and end the fight. 9. I think look at it in my face My life, and Adam just said "hit me anyway you can, so ruffled how much you can." But but Your efficiency skill by its
size. There is a humility that sounds like a saying that I remember being taught to grow: "Those who really know they speak loudly. I have all the trust that he will be one of the great names of our generation Artist. Kevin Derochhersformer Boxer, Kali Stick Stick Fighter, Hsing I Chuan, Wing Chun Man I met Adam in November 1997, after examining
virtually every school I could find on the bass continent (Vancouver) . This time, I tried even more to hit this boy to teach him a lion of a lion, well, the result was the same thing as before. As one of Adam's students, a person can expect to develop a Exceptional skill in mothers who work in the real world (almost very well). 2. Well, I was sold, I asked if
I could come in, he said "yes" and 14 years later, I'm still with him. It is specifically read to prevent your attacker from having the second chance that he needs to turn it into a vain. O, your climbing mountains of books and punches is one should read. Sifu Lamar M. Through hard work and persistence, Adam has reached an impressive skill while
developing his own "way" and applies it to a real self -defense. More importantly, Adam is a humble guy without a giant ego. This DVD shows how to continue your attack without becoming susceptible to accountants. He demonstrates that things work and proved it repeatedly. Adam believes that, to consider any form of self -defense, he must address
the following tanks. - EXHAUST - TRAUMA PIP -Listed in order of priority, this list provides the structure for the defense of the main self -control. This DVD set also has an exclusive layout that has not yet been seen in a Self -Defense Self of Auto -Defense. Adam is all these things and more. Of all hundreds of people I trained in my life as a combat
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instructor 20 years of experience Adam Chan A very good martial artist, this is apparent to specialists and beginners. So you're not like they are when they actually perform the technic and not very impressive. It improves with age and makes your art better and better every year. In a street fight, it is not only dangerous to fight in the ground, but it
can be absolutely suicidal. But, in all honesty, what I have learned from him (and I am still learning from him) is going to be very quick to fight. It improves good people and installs a trust that is seldom found on ³ own. I'm not saying that because of any policy. So with a qualified voice, I can say that Adam is rare and I am looking for the kind of
teacher I am looking for. Gary Hundingformer Boxer I more than ever motivated to learn from Adam and continue his art form. Power Punching This reading teaches the fundamentals of how to develop powerful explosive punches using the appropriate body mecAnnica. Adam Chan's ability in personal self-defense, traditional and non-traditional
martial arts is exceptional and his care for society at large places him at the top. 5. It reminds me of many ways Tommy Carruthers, Mike Lee, Bruce and a few others. Defending against the ambush, you don't defend against an attack when you don't even know it's coming? If one of the ³ was worried about lineages and stuff, it would all be about you.
Counter kick at the right distance, a single sustained kick in the knee or groin may be enough to cause permanent µ. 6. Its material is concise, effective and applicable to all styles. I learn from his posts and the things he demonstrates, but above all, he's not an act of class. Michael Banaginstructor, by James Demile Tactics (student of Bruce Lee) when
you don't look at places like YouTube or martial arts in general, there are always people, even great names in the martial arts world who try to talk a lot, try to sound good so so sodot moc "memoh o" omoc ratarter es e By chance, I mentioned a friend at work what I was looking for, which he said you should call this guy - "he's like Bruce Lee Super
Good and a nice guy." I called Adam at that moment. Telling the tackle with MMA (mixed martial arts) being the latest craze, more and more people want to get the fight in the Chã £ o. Davis IIFounder of the hardcore Jeet Kune, I recommend Adam Chan and his teaching/learning materials for those interested in learning to be self -defense! Adam is
an instructor and is not just being teaching him, but more importantly, it! His approach to teaching and training is very similar to Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune. Similar, in fact, to call my attention, which is not a fancil task as long as I have been in martial arts! If you have the chance to train with Adam, fauça -o! I recommend! Micheal Quijanomuay
Champion Thai, Wing Chun Sifu I want everyone to know something here. If you have a chance to learn from Adam enjoy the chance and consider yourself blessed. But above all, his uncompromising dedication is his art and a lack of desire to not sell his art or anyone else is something that is a rare thing. Pierre Hartmanninstructor of Gung Fu Nã £ o
Jesse Glover I do not know adam personally, but from what I saw, his ability in martial arts is incredible. Contrary to the exercises and exercises here show what to do when you are defensive and should fight a punch to avoid being reached. These literaries are not only like an effective preventive attack, but how to know if your striker is about to
attack, observing some revealing signs. Tyler Capoeia Adam Capoeia Chiuphormer is one of those rare people who really give the mother to what he does. His vision about the arts is really something, how he can look at something and break it and explain. I did it and the thing I know, I saw a flood of punches and was tied in a number with looking at
me. It seems that your personal style fits perfectly to your body type. type.
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